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Goal : Get information about the trigger patch size by using a “simple” jet algorithm in 
      EMCal and a background subtraction method.

1) Data :

. LHC10h ~ 2.5 Millions events

. Remove bad channels & “exotic” clusters.

2) Cone algorithm :

. Search for leading tower as “seed” for the algorithm

. Make a cone with R = 0.3 around the seed

. Sum all Etower for towers which belong to the cone

3) Background estimation :

. Sum all Etower for towers outside the cone

4) Cuts :

. Fiducial cut to keep only event with cone all in EMCal acceptance (η [-0.4,0.4] , Φ [1.7,1.8])

5) Background subtraction :

. 4 SM <=> 4*24*48 = 4608 towers

. Cone R = 0.3 <=> 1382 towers

Ejet = Econe – (1382*Ebkg/3226) ± σ

Outside the cone : 3226 towers

need to estimate sigma
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Background (GeV) VS centrality (%) :

Rem : Bkg = Σ Etowers outside the cone (there is some “signal” contamination)
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Energy in Cone (GeV) VS # cells in Cone :

Without bkg subtraction With bkg subtraction

Rem : hard to conclude with the statistic used (bkg fluctuations)
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Energy in Cone (GeV) VS # cells in Cone :

Idea : select peripherical (centrality > 80) events to limit bkg

Without bkg subtraction With bkg subtraction

Rem : almost the same behaviour with/without bkg subtraction (idea seems good)
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Background fluctuations in Cone :

Method (1) : use 2 cones at Φ ± π/2 (with respect to the cone in EMCal around the leading 
      tower) to estimate bkg fluctuations with tracks information only  
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Background fluctuations in Cone :

Method (2) : use towers outside the cone to estimate the “mean bkg / tower” 
      subtract bkg in the cone 
      fit the negative part of the gaussian to get sigma 

Rem : for R = 0.3 we get σ ≈ 4.4 GeV (lower fluctuations than the method (1))
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Conclusion :

1. Trigger patch size estimation with jet algorithm + bkg subtraction should worked
 just a first idea of the patch size...but better than nothing

2. Background fluctuations depends on background estimation method
     need to choose the “best” method for bkg estimation

3. Need to use MC to get higher energy event
     work on going... 

To estimate the trigger patch size, we want something like : 

# towers in jet VS jet energy (bkg corrected)


